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The Efficiency of Wholesale vs.
Retail Competition in Electricity

If markets are sufficiently competitive, the retail model of

restructuring is likely to produce a greater array of
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describe some of the potential dif- respect to the distribution func-



tion (see Figure 1). To avoid mar-
ket power problems, the number

of generation units controlled by
the same firm may be limited. To
avoid discrimination in the use of

transmission, the ISO is responsi-
ble for coordinating the operation
of the transmission grid, includ-
ing dispatch of generating units,
maintenance of system reliability
and other system control func-
tions.

As noted, the two models differ

at the distribution stage. The
wholesale competition model is
characterized by a set of distribu-
tioncompaniesthatpro~dea
bundled sernce (power plus
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wires) to customers. The retail

competition model is charac-

terized by unbundled wire and
power sernce, where customers
may purchase their power either
directly from the spot market run
by the ISO or from one of several

competing power marketing com-
panies, and all wire sernces are
supplied by a separate regulated
company.

The distribution companies in
the wholesale model are essen-

tially the remains of that portion
of today's integrated utilities. It is
assumed that they will continue
to be regulated'at the state level,
though the form of regulation

(8) RetailCompetition
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Figure 1: Industrystructureswithwholesaleand retailcompetition
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may be incentive-based (e.g.,
price caps) rather than cost-based.

The marketing companies in the
retail model are assumed to be un-

regulated as long as several such
firms compete in the sernce terri-
tory formerly served by the regu-
lated distribution company.
Whether the number will be large
enough to achieve competition is
an issue discussed further below.

One could choose to compare
many different variations of these
market structures, but our choice

is motivated by four considera-
tions. First, competition at any
level must break the linkage that
gives integrated utilities the incen-

tive to favor their own generation
and to limit encroachment on
their retail customers. An ISO

achieves this objective. Second, a
workable model of competition re-
quires that network externalities

associated with the loop flows
and transmission expansion be
taken into account.1 Again, an ISO
achieves this objective. Third,
making the distinction between
the two models at the distribution

stage allows for a natural progres-
sion from wholesale to retail com-

petition: wholesale competition
may evolve into retail competi-
tion simply by altering the struc-
ture of the distribution function.

Finally, the sharp distinction be-
tween the two market models
makes it clear where the differ-

ences in efficiency benefits may
arise.

I. The Spot and Contract
Markets for Power

In eithermodel, physicalpower
transactionswould take place
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through a spot market and finan-
cial transactions would be ar-

ranged through a contract market,
in a manner similar to that in prac-
tice in Britain and proposed in
California. For our purposes, the
spot market is assumed to be run
by the ISO,as in a Pooleo ap-
proach, although we do not wish
to exclude the possibility of other
arrangements. Generating compa-
nies would offer to supply
amounts of electricity to the spot
market at given times and prices.
Distribution companies in the
wholesale model, or marketing
companies and customers in the
retail model, would make bids to

buy power at given times and
prices. The array of offer and bid
prices and volumes would be
used to determine the market-

clearing price for each time pe-
riod. The ISO would then dis-

patch generators according to the
bids in a manner that balances de-

mand and supply in real time.

The price of power may vary
at different nodes on the

transmission grid because of con-
gestion. In effect,higher-cost gen-
eration may be required to bal-
ance supply and demand at some
nodes. Because of transmission

constraints, it is possible that
some nodes may be relatively is0-
lated from the rest of the grid, so
that seller or buyer market power
may exist at these nodes. In either
model, regulatory oversight is re-
quired to guard against the exer-
cise of market power, and may
lead to a reduction in firm size or

the expansion of transmission ca-
pacity to reduce constraints.

The market-clearing prices in the
spot market may be expected to
vary considerably over the course

of the day and year as the demand
for electricity rises and falls, or as

fuel input prices change. Reliance

on spot market prices alone may
impose unacceptable risks on both
buyers and sellers of power. Sellers

would face ~certainty about their
profit margins while the buyers
would be uncertain about what

they will pay for electricity as an in-

Thesharpdistinction
betweenthetwo
marketmodelsmakes

it clearwherethedif-
ferencesin efficiency
benefitsmayarise.

put in production or in final con-
sumption.

In order to mitigate some of the
price risk, buyers and sellers
could enter into contracts with

each other that fix the price of
power, or they could take hedg-
ing positions in the futures mar-
ket. Wewill focus on contracts be-

cause futures trading rarely takes
place for more than a year into
the future. Because longer term
positions can be taken through
contracts, the contract market pro-
vides signals for investment in
generation as well as a mecha-
nism for hedging against price
fluctuations.

Payments under the contract
would depend on the relationship
between the spot price and the
contract price (i.e.,a contract for

differences).Recognizing that all
electricity transactions take place
at the market-clearing spot price,
the contract would require the
power seller to pay the buyer the
difference between the spot price
and the contract price whenever
the spot price is higher, and re-
quire the buyer to pay the seller
the difference whenever the spot
price is lower. The contract could
also allow for a multitude of

prices that vary with time of day
or season of the year.

Final consumers are unlikely to
engage in contracting with gener-
ators except in the retail competi-
tion model, where they also pur-
chase directly from the spot
market. When final consumers

find it more advantageous to buy
from an intermediary-the distri-
bution company or the marketing
company-they would also find
it advantageous to shift price risk
to the intermediary. The interme-
diary, in turn, would hedge its
risk position by entering into con-
tracts with generators.

The contract market would
serve to reduce the risk to new in-

vestment in generation by estab-
lishing in advance the price of
power that would be received.
When contracts can be arranged
that allow adequate recovery of
fixed costs with a reasonable de-

gree of certainty, the investment
would proceed. Thus, generating
companies do not have to rely en-
tirely on the vagaries of the spot
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more enterprising competitors.
Again, the lack of competition
among distribution companies, in
contrast to the marketing compa-
nies, will reduce the pressure to
negotiate the best possible terms
on behalf of their customers.

Thus, with retail competition con-
sumers will pay lower prices for
electricity than they would under
wholesale competition.

In the wholesale model, the

pressure of regulation replaces the
pressure of the market as the
mechanism for encouraging effi-
ciency on the part of distribution
companies. The implications for
efficiencywill therefore vary with
the effectiveness of regulation. For
example, price-cap regulation will
encourage distribution companies
to bargain for lower contract
prices since any difference be-
tween the cap and the acquisition
price will add to profits. It seems
unlikely that price-cap regulation
will encourage the optimal
amount of price variation, how-
ever, since the amount of price
variation that is consistent with

the interests of a wide range of
customers is unlikely to be cap-
tured in a limited number of price
caps.

B. The Effect of Transaction
Costs

Efficiencyis enhanced when the
transaction costs involved in creat-

ing and enforcing contracts are
minimized. Contracts that are oth-

erwise desirable to both parties
may not be possible to consum-
mate if transaction costs are too

high. Transaction costs will in-
crease directly with the number

and variety of transactions that
take place, which may be ex-
pected to be higher in the retail
model since the number and vari-

ety of contracts in the retail model
would exceed that of the whole-
sale model.

Acquiring information about
the implications of contract op-
tions is a costly activity that can
be accomplished more efficiently
by some parties. For example, con-

The larger the magni-
tude of transaction
and information costsI

the narrower the

difference in efficiency
of the wholesale and
retail models.

sumers are not part of the electric-
ity industry and as a group will
be less well-informed about the
electricmarket than distribution

companies and marketing compa-
nies. Moreover,because of the

fixed costs involved in acquiring
information, the larger distribu-
tion companies will be able to
spread those costs over more
units of electricity than the
smaller marketing companies.

These cost considerations will

limit the flexibilityof customers
and marketing companies to en-
ter into unique contracts, and will
encourage the standardization of
contracts that may apply to

broader aggregates of customers.

The larger the magnitude of trans-
action and information costs, the
narrower the difference in effi-

ciency of the wholesale and retail
models.

C.AllocatingRisk

Efficiencyis enhanced if risks
are borne by the party that is most
willing and able to accept the risk.
At least two considerations come

into play here. First, risk should
be borne by the least risk-averse
parties in order to minimize the
cost of insurance involved in

power transactions. This condi-
tion is more likely to be achieved
in the retail model because of

competition among marketing
companies. As indicated in Sec-
tion ll-A, marketing companies
would be more inclined than dis-

tribution companies to offer terms
that coincide with variations in

risk aversion on the part of cus-
tomers. Those customers who are
least risk-averse would be able to

absorb price risk in exchange for
lower average prices, while other
customers would be willing to
pay for the cost of obtaining
lower price risk.

The second consideration is that
risk should be allocated to those

parties with the greatest ability to
control them, in order to provide
the correct incentive to minimize

risk. The primary sources of price
risk come from variations in con-

sumption and variations in the
marginal cost of generation. Gen-
erating companies have relatively
little ability to control their genera-
tion costs once their plants are
built and the technology and fuel
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requirements are set. Consumers
have more flexibility to alter con-
sumption patterns to avoid high-
price periods, or to allow for
some degree of interruptibility of
consumption during peak peri-
ods. Again, the retail model is
more likely to encourage these re-
sponses because of the incentive
to offer terms that match con-

sumer preferences.

III. The Array of Products and
Services Offered to
Consumers

The considerations that lead

suppliers to respond to cus-
tomer's risk preferences, as just
described, extend to the variety
of power services and related
products offered to customers.
Again, the retail model is ex-
pected to be superior to the
wholesale model in the diversity
of products and services, and
greater diversity enhances eco-
nomic efficiency.

While all of the power sup-
plied to the spot market is of ho-
mogeneous quality, the quality
of service provided by the distri-
bution and marketing compa-
nies can vary in terms of the
flexibility, firmness and duration
of service provided to the cus-
tomer. Here, flexibility refers to
degree of variability in contract
demand, firmness refers to the

prospects for interruption, and
duration refers to the length of
the contract. Higher-quality serv-
ice in each dimension generally
implies a higher average cost of
service.

Marketing companies in the re-
tail model may be expected to of-
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fer a range of options that trade
off quality and price of service in
order to serve the diversity of con-
sumer preferences. In designing
these trade-offs, marketers will be

particularly interested in cutting
consumption during periods
when the spot price is high. Distri-
bution companies in the whole-
sale model will also have an incen-
tive to reduce the volume of

service when the spot price is
high, although the strength of this

incentive will depend on how

they are regulated. For example,
distribution companies would be

more inclined to offer interrupt-

ible service contracts under price-
cap regulation than under cost-
based regulation because they can
increase earnings by reducing

their purchased power costs. Nev-

ertheless, temporary losses would
be suffered when the spot price

exceeds the price cap. To avoid
this risk, the distribution com-

pany may prefer to enter into a

contract with a generation com-
pany that establishes the maxi-
mum price for power. The aver-

age price of power may rise as a

result, but at least the full cost

could be passed along to custom-
ers. Whatever form of regulation
is applied, it would necessarily re-
strict the ability of the distribution
company to respond to fluctua-
tions in the spot price compared
to an unregulated marketing com-
pany. The reduction in flexibility
leads to a reduction in efficiency
that must be balanced against the
need to restrain the exercise of

market power.

Constraints on flexibility
may also limit the distri-

bution company's incentive to of-
fer more efficient cooling, heat-
ing and lighting equipment, as
well as sophisticated load-moni-
toring equipment, remote con-
trol appliances, and other de-
mand-side management (DSM)
devices. While there is an incen-

tive on the part of distribution
companies to control consump-
tion when the spot price of elec-
tricity is high, it is diluted unless
the savings created by DSM
translate directly into profits. If
profits rise with the volume of
power sales, as in cost-based
regulation, the regulator would
have to offset the bias in favor of

selling power with special incen-
tives for marketing DSM op-
tions.

In contrast to regulated distribu-
tion companies, the unregulated
marketing companies stand to
earn a profit whether they sell
power or other products to cus-
tomers. Moreover, because they
are in competition with each
other, the marketing companies
would attempt to differentiate
their energy service offerings as
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much as possible to gain an ad-
vantage. Some retail marketers
may choose to specialize in a par-
ticular type of electricityservice.
For example, a retail marketing
company may choose to special-
ize in renewable energy or
IIgreen" power by signing con-
tracts for differences primarily
with solar and wind generators
and then selling electricity to cus-
tomers who are willing to pay a
higher price for power generated
using these renewable technolo-
gies.

I~ Technological
Improvements for Consumers
and Suppliers

The relative economic efficiency
of the two competitive models de-
pends in part on whether market
participants face the appropriate
incentives to develop new tech-
nologies that will lower the cost
of supplying electricity,lower the
cost of using electricity,or expand
the range of productive uses of
electricity.Incentives will be ap-
propriate if innovative activities
are pursued up to the point where
their marginal benefit to society is
equal to their marginal cost.

With regard to innovations
in power supply-which

include more efficientgeneration
technologies, new methods of
monitoring transmission system
use and electricity consumption,
new methods of metering electric-
ity use and new electricity storage
technologies that might reduce
supply costs in peak periods-the
incentives are unlikely to differ
markedly between the wholesale
and retail models, particularly if

18
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price cap regulation is applied to
the regulated distribution compa-
nies. The status of the generating
companies is the same in both
models and, since the profits
earned from cost-cutting meas-
ures can be retained, both would

have an incentive to adopt tech-
nologies that reduce supply costs.
The desire to minimize costs will

also put pressure on equipment
suppliers to develop new tech-
nologies.

The incentives for demand-side

innovations-such as new energy-
efficientappliances and equip-
ment, new uses of electricitysuch
as electricvehicles, and new ways
to shift load from high-cost to low-
cost periods-are stronger in the
retail model than in the wholesale
model. The reason for the differ-

ence is, again, the result of the
pressures that accompany a com-
petitive environment. The inabil-
ity of customers in the wholesale
model to express their demand
for differentiated products would
limit the incentives of suppliers to
seek out new technologies for
which customers may have a pref-

-- -

erence. The retail electricitypric-
ing structure would also affect the
types of products and services de-
manded by electricity customers.
For example, if regulation doesn't
encourage differentiation of retail
electricity prices by time of day,
then consumers would be less

likely to demand new small-scale
energy storage technologies that
would assist in shifting demand
from peak periods to off-peak pe-
riods. Under retail competition
these non-regulatory barriers are
substantially reduced, if not elimi-
nated.

~ Transaction Costs and

Competition in Retail Sales
Transaction costs involved in

creating and enforcing contracts,
as noted above, may limit the abil-
ity of marketing companies to re-
flect the full range of consumer in-
terests when negotiating with
generating companies, and may
constitute a cost advantage for the
larger distribution companies in
the wholesale model. A similar

cost advantage may arise in con-
nection with transaction costs in-

volved in making power sales to
customers. These transaction

costs refer primarily to the costs
of participating in the electricity
spot market and arranging power
sales to customers. These costs

tend to vary with the number of
power transactions rather than
the size of the power transaction.
Consequently, transaction costs
per unit of electricity sold tend to
decline as the size of the market-

ing company increases.
The transaction cost issue may

be crucial in determining whether
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competition among marketing
companies in the retail model is
feasible, and thus in determining
whether the retail model itself is
feasible. Tomake the transition

from wholesale to retail competi-
tion successful, the monopoly dis-
tribution companies must be re-
placed by several competing
marketing companies. If transac-
tion costs are important, however,
the economic advantages of large
size would encourage the merger
of smaller marketing companies,
working against any effort to dis-
aggregate larger distribution com-
panies into smaller units. The
minimum efficient size of a power
marketer may be so large that
only a very few competitors can
survive in the same market. Con-

sequently, competition in the re-
tail market may fail to materialize,
and the advantages of the retail
model in terms of contracting for
power supplies and diversifying
the products and services avail-
able to customers, as described
above, may fail to materialize as
well. Unfortunately, the impor-
tance of these transactions costs is
unknown.

VI. Invesbnent in

Transmission Capacity

Both competitive models envi-
sion that the impetus for expand-
ing transmission capacity will
come from the parties who will
benefit from the expansion, and
that those who benefit will be ex-

pected to pay for the expansion.
At question is whether the opti-
mal amount of investment is

likely to take place and whether
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the answer will differ between the
two market models.

When there is congestion on
the grid, spot prices for power
would vary according to the lo-
cation of the nodes that connect

generators and customers. Some
generators would receive lower
prices for their power than oth-
ers, and some customers would

be required to pay higher prices
compared to others, because con-
gestion will not allow power to
flow from low- to high-priced
nodes to remove the price differ-
ences. Customers buying at high-
priced nodes and generators sell-
ing at low-priced nodes would
have an incentive to cooperate
and invest in additionaf trans-
mission facilities that would re-
lieve the transmission constraint.

Ideally, the investment in new ca-
pacity will take place up to the
point that the benefit gained

r
from additional expansion just
equals the additional cost of ex-
pansion.

Working against this ideal out-
come is the fact that the benefits
from investment in transmission

capacity cannot be fully appropri-
ated by those bearing the cost of
the investment. Investment that is

aimed to relieve a specificcon-
straint somewhere on the grid
will serve to increase capacity
throughout the grid and, conse-
quently, serve to benefit all parties
connected to the grid. The prob-
lem with this situation is that

some parties may try to "free-
ride" on the improvements paid
for by others, by holding back
and waiting for others to ~e ac-
tion first, thereby causing the total
amount of investment to be less
than it should be. The amount of

investment will be inadequate be-
cause the benefits that would ac-

Withoversupply,sellerbidsmaybefast andfurious.
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crue to any subset of parties con-
templating a specificaddition to
capacity on the grid will be less
than the benefits that would ac-

crue to all parties connected to the
grid. Individual investors would
take into account in their deci-

sions only the benefits they re-
ceive and not those received by
third parties. This result implies
that market incentives will in gen-
erallead to an underinvestment

in transmission capacity.
The possibility of underinvest-

ment is less serious in the whole-
sale model than in the retail
model, because the cost of addi-

tions to transmission capacity will
likely be a smaller share of the to-
tal cost of power transactions.
This conclusion follows because
of economies of scale in transmis-

sion expansion, and because the
magnitude of individual power
purchase transactions arranged
by distribution companies in the
woore~emodelwillgenerallybe
greater than the transactions ar-
ranged by smaller marketing com-
panies in the retail model. With
larger power transactions, the cost
of transmission expansion be-
comes a smaller part of the over-
all cost of the transaction, and the

parties involved would be less in-
clined to risk losing the transac-
tion by resorting to free-riding. In
the retail model, in contrast, the

smaller marketing companies will
not be able to exploit the scale
economies in transmission and
the incentive to free-ride will be

stronger.
While the tendency to free-ride

will be smaller in the wholesale

model, and more economies of
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scale will be exploited relative to
the retail model, underinvestment

is still a problem because inves-
tors do not receive all of the bene-
fits from their investment. To

solve the underinvestment prob-
lem will require intervention on
the part of the ISO to make up
any deficiencies.The ISOwould
have to participate in transmis-
sion-planning decisions with in-
terested parties and determine
when and by how much the s0-
cial benefits of investment exceed

-.-"
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the private benefits of the inter-
ested parties. Becauseof scale
economies and the lumpiness of
transmission upgrades, moreover,
the ISOmay find that small addi-
tional investments will achieve

large additions to capacity.The ad-
ditional increments to investment

provided by the ISOcould be re-
imbursed through the access
charge paid by all entities con-
nected to the grid.

VII. Conclusion

Our preliminary look at five fac-
tors affecting relative efficiencyis-

--
--

suesdoesnot unambiguouslyfa-
vor either model as a goal for elec-
tricity restructuring, as some ob-
servers might claim. In the retail
model, where individual con-

sumer preferences are more likely
to be served, the contract market

is likely to work more efficiently,
the array of products and services
will be greater, and technological
innovation will be faster. In the

wholesale model, transaction

costs are likely to be lower and in-
vestment in transmission capacity
is more likely to take place at a s0-
cially desirable level. How these
different factors will balance out

is a subject that requires further re-
search.

However, one thing is clear.
The full benefits of retail

competition will be achieved only
if retail electricity markets are
truly competitive. In order for
electricity customers, particularly
households and small commercial

and industrial customers, to real-

ize lower electricity prices and
greater service choices under re-
tail competition, they must face a
real choice among several compet-
ing marketing companies. There-
fore, just as state policy makers
and electricity regulators are seek-
ing ways to ensure that genera-
tion markets are competitive after
restructuring, so, too, must they
seek to ensure that retail electric-

ity markets are also competitive. .
Endnotes
1. An externality occurs when the ac-
tion of one party affects the well-
being of others, either positively or
negatively, and these effects are ig-
nored in the decision to take the action.
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